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ABSTRACT 
We describe a finite element method for computation of numerical approximations of the solu- 
tion of the second order singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problem on [-1, 1] 
eu"+ pu" + qu = f, u(-1) = u(1) = 0, 0 < e ¢ 1, (" = d/dx). 
On a quasi-uniform esh we construct exponentially fitted trial spaces which consist of piece- 
wise polynomials and of exponentials which fit locally to the singular solution of the equation or 
its adjoint. We discretise the Galerkin form for the boundary problem using such exponentially 
fitted trial spaces. We derive rigorous bounds for the error of discretisation with respect to the 
energy norm and we obtain superconvergence at the mesh-points, the error depending on e, the 
mesh-width and the degree of the piece-wise polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite element method using piecewise polynomials 
as trial functions is in general not very adequate for 
application to "stiff" problems, i.e., to differential 
equations in which the coefficient of a principal part 
is small in comparison with the mesh-width and the 
coefficients of minor terms. The reason is that such 
smooth functions as polynomials are, cannot approxi- 
mate boundary layers and other singular behaviour of 
the solutions very well if the mesh-width is kept large 
in comparison with the inverse of the slope. For better 
approximations Hemker [5] devised so-called exponen- 
tially fitted methods in which the solution space and 
the test space contain local approximations to the 
singular part of the solution and of the Green's func- 
tion respectively. He performed numerous numerical 
experiments with such types of elements and obtained 
good results. In this paper we shall prove the asympto- 
tic validity of such methods for linear singularly per- 
turbed two-point boundary value problems (without 
turning points). We shall restrict ourselves to equations 
of second order, but the proofs can easily be gener- 
alized to problems of higher (even) order. 
1.1. The problem 
On the real interval [-1, 1] we study the singularly 
perturbed two-point boundary value problem 
Leu :=-eta"+ pu '+ qu=f ,  ( ' -  d/dx), 
u(-1) = u(1)= 0 (1.1) 
where e is a small positive parameter and the coef- 
ficients p and q are smooth functions. Although our 
analysis and proofs are valid i fp and q are smooth func- 
tions of x and e and if either p does not have zeros in 
[-1, 1] or q - 1/2p" is positive, we shall assume for 
simplicity that p and q are C°°-functions of x alone 
which satisfy 
(x) i> P0 > 0 and q(x), lp . (x)  > 1 P 
V x ~ [-1, 1]. (1.2) 
If p does not have a zero, the first condition can be 
obtained by inversion of the interval and the second 
condition can be obtained by the transformation 
u(x) = v(x) e 7x ; if 7 is sufficiently large and if e is 
small enough, the new equation satisfies (1.2). (We re- 
mark that such a transformation is performed only for 
the ease of proving and that it is not necessary and 
e,¢en may be bad in actual computations). 
I fp vanishes omewhere in [-1, 1], the problem is of 
turning point type. It has for each e > 0 a real spectrum, 
bounded below by the minimum ofq - 1p ,  [3] or 
[4]. In this case the analysis we shall give is true only 
if all eigenvalues are positive, Le. if q 1 , - ~- p > 0, since 
the operator L e is coercive under this condition only. 
It is well-known [2], [3] or [6], that condition (1.2) 
implies existence of a unique solution U e of problem 
(1.1) for each e > 0 and each square integrable f. This 
solution U e converges for e -~ + 0 to the solution of 
the reduced problem 
pu'+ qu= f, u(-1)= 0 (1.3) 
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uniformly on the subdomain [-1, a] for each a < 1 
and it displays aboundary layer at the right-hand end 
of the interval. Moreover, Ue is a solution of (1.1) ff 
and only ff it is the solution of the Galerkin (or weak) 
form 
Be(U,V ) := e(u',v') + (pu'+ qu,v)= (f, v) 
V-ve H1(-1, 1), (1.4) 
where (., .) denotes the usual inner product in L2(-1,1). 
1.2. Trial spaces 
n 
Let A:= {xi)i~. 0 be a partition of the interval [-1, 1], 
- l=x  0<x i<x i+ l<xn=l  ( i=1 ..... n-l), 
with meshwidth  : = m.ax Ixi - xi-11 and such that 
1 
m~." tx i -x i _ l l /h>C>0.  
1 
Let uli denote the restriction ofu E L2(-1, 1) to the 
subinterval [xi_ 1' xi]" We define Pk as the set of 
polynomials of degree not greater than k, 
Pk := span {1,x ..... xk). 
For the partition A we define the set of continuous 
piece-wise polynomials ph by 
Ph :={u~Hl ( -1 ,1 ) lu [ i~P  k, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n).(1.5) 
In connection with problem (1.1) and the partition A
we define the exponential functions co.+ and co7 
1 1 
(i = 0, 1 ..... n) by 
exp (-+ p (xi) (x -xi)le }- exp (-+ p (xi)(x i V-1 - xi)/e ) 
1 - exp (+ P(Xi) (xiT_ 1 - xi)/e} (1.6) 
The exponential co + is the solution of 
1 
-eu"+ P(Xi)U'=0, u(xi)= 1, u(xi_l) = 0; 
it is the First term of a local boundary layer expansion 
for LeU = 0 and it decays to the left. The exponential 
o~ is the solution of 
-eu"-P(Xi)U'=0, u(xi)=l, u (x i+ l )=0;  
it is the first term of a local boundary layer expansion 
for the adjoint problem LeU = 0 and it decays to the 
right. 
Adding these functions to ph we obtain the exponen- 
tially fitted trial spaces Eh and F h, [5, ch. 3.4], 
), 
i = 1 ..... n }, (1.7a) 
:= H (-1,1)luli span 
i= 1 ..... n) ;  (1.7b~ 
their elements satisfy the boundary conditions of prob- 
lem (1.1). 
Fig. 1. Local bases in F h (left) and Eh 2 (right). 
Ire ~h,  the boundary layer in the solution of (1.1) is 
contained in the interval [x n -1' 1] almost entirely. In 
such a case the exponentials in the remaining intervals 
hardly give any contribution to the approximation a d 
can be omitted. Therefore we define the partially iqtted 
trial space Eh, P by 
E h h I k ,p : - -{u~E u[i~Pk, i=1  ..... n - l} .  (1.7c) 
In order to have test spaces whose dimensions match 
to the dimension of E~, p, we define 
F~- I ,p  :={u e ~ lUli ~ span (Pk_l, ¢o~'), 
i= l  .... , n - l} ,  (1.7d) 
:={u~ph+l[U[ i~Pk,  i=1 .... .  n - l ) ;  (1.7e) 
ph 
k,p 
in these spaces the degree of the polynomials on 
[Xn- 1' 1] is enlarged by one (with respect to Fh_l and 
ph respectively). 
We shall not go into the question, how to choose optimal 
bases in these trial spaces ahd how to evaluate the inner 
products in the bilinear form B e (., .) in actual comput- 
ing. These questions are settled satisfactorily in [5] by 
Hemker. 
1.3. The results 
With a given solution space S h and test space V h of 
equal Finite dimension the discretized form of (1.4) is 
to find u ~ S h such that 
Be(U,V)= (f,v) VvcV h. (1.8) 
Existence and uniqueness ofa solution of (1.8) is guar- 
anteed by an a priori estimate of the following type : 
V u ~ S h ] v ~ V h such that B e(u, v) > C Ilull ellvll e 
with C > 0, (1.9) 
[[u[[ 2 : =e[lu'[[ 2 ÷ []u[[ 2 is the energy norm as- where 
sociated with B e. Such an estimate isan immediate con- 
sequence of assumption (1.2) ff S h = V h. We shall prove 
its validity also in several cases where S h :~ V h under 
the assumption that h + e/h is small enough. 
If  S h = V h = E~, i.e. if both trial spaces are fitted to 
the singular solution of  Leu = 0, we obtain the error 
estimate in the energy .norm 
llUe h -Uell e < C (e + hk); (1.10) 
i fe~hthecho icesS  h V h E h andS h=E h , 
= = k,p k,p 
V h = I~, , i.e. partial fitting of the trial spaces, yield 
K ,P 
the same result. 
I f  S h = V h = F h, i.e. if both trial spaces are fitted to 
the sing-!~r solution of the " " " * adjomt equatmn Leu = O, 
we obtain an error estimate at the mesh points : 
I uh(x i ) -Ue(x i )  I-< c (e  + hk), i= 1 ,2  . . . . .  n -1 .  
(1.11) 
I f  both ways of fitting are combined, Le. if V h ~ F h 
and S h ~ E h or S h ~ E h, p, we obtain the eITor 
estimate (1.10) in the energy norm and superconver- 
gence at the mesh points : 
Iueh(xi) - Ue(xi) I -< c (e 2 + h2k), i = 1, 2 ..... n -1 .  
(1.12) 
The main point of the proof of (1.10) is to show that 
the solution space contains a good approximation of 
the exact solution U e. Using the lower bound (1.9) and 
a suitable upper bound for B e we show that this good 
approximation differs only little from the Galerkin 
approximation U h. rn the proofs of (1.11) and (1.12) 
we use the trick by which Douglas and Dupont prove 
their superconvergence result [1]. This trick hinges on 
the fact that the Green's function of problem (1.1) can 
be approximated accurately (as a function of ~) by an 
dement of the test space if x is located at a mesh point. 
Since G e (x, .) (with x fixed) is a solution of the adjoint 
problem 
L e G e (x, .) = 8 x, Ge(x , -1  ) = Ge(x, 1) = 0, (1.13) 
where ~ x is Dirac's 6-function at x, this trick can be 
employed successfully in this singular perturbation " 
problem only if the exponentials in the test space fit 
to the singular solution of the adjoint problem [5]. 
For numerical experiments we refer to [5] and [7]; the 
experimental error bounds are in general better than 
the theoretical ones, except in the case 
S h = V h = E~, which is numerically instable [7, § 4c]. 
Notations 
C denotes a generic (positive) constant, which may be 
different at each occurrence. 
L 2 (a, b) denotes the set of square integrable functions 
on the interval (a, b), equipped with the usual inner 
nroduct (...~ and norm II. [f 
1 
(u,v):= fb u (x)v (x) ax, I lu l l  :=  (u,u) (1.14) 
a 
If it is not mentioned explicitly otherwise, we assume 
a = -1, and b = 1. Hk(a, b) is the set of functions in 
L2(a, b), whose k-th derivative is square integrable. 
In H1(-1, 1) we use the e-dependent inner product 
( ' ,  ")e and norm []. lie : 
1 
(u ,v)e:  = e (u' ,  v ' )  + (u, v), Ilull e : = (u, u)2e. (1.15) 
The restriction of this inner product and norm to the 
subinterval [x i_ 1' xi] of  the partition A is denoted by 
( ' , ' )e , i  and II'lle, i: 
1 
fx i  ~- 
(u,v)e, i  := (eu 'E"  + uv-)dx, II ulle, i := (u,U)e,i" 
x i -1 
(1.16) 
H 1 (a, b) is the subset of  functions in H 1 (a, b), which 
vanish at a and b. 
2. EXAMPLES 
In order to gain some insight in the features of the trial 
spaces defined in section lb,  we shall study their use in 
the simple problem, [5, example 3.4.3], 
-eu"+ u'= I, u(-l) = u(1) = O, (2.1) 
in which we know the exact solution Ue, 
Ue(x ) : -  x -  (2e x/e - e 1/e - e - l /e ) / (e  1/e - e- l /e).  (2.2) 
In all examples we shall use the partition A : = (-1, 0, 1}. 
In the examples a-b-c we fit the solution space and in 
d-e we fit the test space exponentially. 
2a. The trial space S h = V h = E0 h = span {Xe} ,
e x /e -e  -1/e if - l<x<0 
Xe (x):  ,= (2.3) 
l -e (  x -1 ) /e  if 0<x<1 
yields the "approximation" 
Ue h = ×e / (1 + e- l /e),  (2.4) 
which happens to be exact at x = 0, cf. fig. 2. 
Fire 2. Fitting of the .~nhltlnn ~n~¢-~_" th~ ~Yo~e ~,~l,,ei,,~ 
2b. Approximation becomes better, if we enlarge the 
degree of the polynomials, cf. fig. 2. Using the trial 
space S h = V h = E h = span {X e, ~e' fe }' Xe as above, 
t 
O i f - l<  x-<< O, 
~e(x) : = 
x(1-e-1/e)+ e-1/e-e  (x-1)/e if 0 < x < 1, 
f~  + 1)(1 - e - l /e)  + e -1/e - e x/e (2.5) 
~e(X ) := i f -1  < x < 0, 
if 0<x< 1, 
(2.6) 
we find that the approximation i this example is 
equal to the exact solution 
X e 
h _ ~e + s'e + e - l l e  Ue = Ue l - 'e  - l Ie  1 + 
2c. Partial fitting, however, yields also a good result in 
this case. 
The trial space S h vh= E h = 1,p = span {1-Ixl, ~e )' ~e 
as above, yields the approximation 
h = a (1-  Ixl) + fl~e' (2.7) U e 
a := (1 3 + 2e e-1/e)/,y, fl :=2/7 ,  
1+ 2e 
"y := l+ 1 -2e  e - l / r ,  
1+ 2e 
which is very good if e is small, cf. fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. Partial fitting of the solution space; the exact 
solution and the trial functions of  example c, 
e =. 05. The approximation is equal to the exact 
solution up to drawing accuracy. 
2d. Fitting of the exponentials in the trial space to 
Green's function , i.e. the choice S h = V h = F h = span {~e} 
[1 -e  -(~ + 1)/e if -1 < ~ < 0, 
Ce(~) : =][e -g/e - e - l I e  if 0 < ~ < 1, (2.8) 
yields the "approximation" 
uh = (1 + e-1/% 
which approximates U e very badly, except at x = O, 
where it is exactly equal to U e. This is due to the fact 
that ~0 e(.) is equal to (a constant multiple of) Green's 
function G(0, .) (i.e. at x = 0)- of problem (2.1). This 
example illuminates that fitting of the trial space to 
Green's function can yield an approximation which is 
good at the mesh points but possibly very poor in other 
points (especially in the boundary layer region), cf. 
fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. Fitting of the test space; the solution and the ap- 
proximation of example d, e = .05. 
2e. Fitting to Green's function in conjunction with 
partial fitting to the solution, with the choice 
S h V h E h = = 0, p + Fh0 = span {~e' ~e )' ~°e as above, 
i if -1< x< 0, 
~e(x) '= 
+e-1/e-e(X-1)/e-e~X/e if O< x< 1, 
(2.9) 
yields the approximation 
h e_l/e) '
u~ = ~e + ~e/(1 + 
_ 1 + 1 - 2e + (1 + 2e) e -1/e = 2 +0( le  e-l/e), g 
1+ e -1/e 1 -  (e -1/e + 2/e) e -1/e 
(2.10) 
which is better than the examples 2a and 2d. As in these 
cases the approximation (2.10) is exact at x = 0, cf. 
fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Fitting of the test space, combined with partial 
fitting of  the solution space; the trial functions, 
the exact solution and the approximation of 
example , e = .05. 
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In the proofs of the error estimates for approximate 
solutions of problem (1.1) we employ norm-inequal- 
ities which display the rehtion between the operator 
Le, the bilinear form B e and the "energy norm" (or 
"natural norm") [[. [[e" This norm is defined by 
Ilull 2 := e Ilu'll 2 + IluN 2 (3.1) 
and it is related to the usual norm in Hl(a,b) as fol- 
lows : 
e 211ul[ l~<[]ul[ e<Hul[ 0+e 21[u1[1, VuEH l(a,b) 
(3.2) 
Lemma I 
Every u ~ H 2 (a, b) (with b > a) satisfies the inequal- 
ities 
Ilul12<~  C (llLeull2 + lu(a)l 2 + lu(b)l 2, 
L C (llLeul/2 + lu(a)l 2 + lu(b)l 2. (3.3) 
Proof 
The functional u -* u(a) is continuous in Hl(a,b) and 
satisfies Sobolev's inequality 
b d = lu(x/12} dx lu(a)12 fa---~x x -b  
<~ 2 Ilull Ilu'll + [lull2/(b-a). (3.4) 
Hence, any u ~ H 2 (a, b) satisfies at x = a the inequality 
2 lu'(a)[2 ~< -~- Ilu'[I (llpu'll + Ilqul[ + IILeul[) 
+ Ilu'll2/(b-a). (3.5) 
and at x = b it satisfies the same inequality. Integrating 
(Leu, u) by parts, 
(Leu, u ) = ellu'l[ 2 + ((q- 21--p')u,u) 
+ [ ( lpu -  eu')u]ba , (3.6) 
and using the inequality 
1 a2t + fl2/t ' V a, fl, t > 0, 
we find from (3.4), (3.5) and (1.2) a constant C > 0 
such that (3.3) is true for all e > 0, b > a and 
u~ H2(a,b), q.e.d. 
/.emma 2 
For all u, v ~ H 1 (-1, 1) the bilinear form B e satisfies 
the estimates 
Be(u,u )/> Hull 2 (3.7) 
Be(u,u ) ~< c Ilull 2 (3.8) 
C Ilull 1 Ilvll e 
Be(u'v) ~<]c II, II Ilvl[ . . . .  n, 
Proof 
The lower estimate (3.7) and the upper estimate 13.8) 
follow from formula (3.6) and assumption (1.2). The 
weaker upper bounds (3.9) follow from the definition 
(1.4), q. e. d. 
This lemma does not give a lower bound for the restric- 
tion of Be to × order to obtain such alower 
bound, we have to use the property that each element 
of these spaces locally can be written as the sum of a 
polynomial and an exponential part, which are approxi- 
mately orthogonal with respect o the local inner 
product (., ')e,i on [xi_ 1, xi], cf. (1.16). 
Le~vFiql.a 3 
If u ~ E h + F h and ff its restriction to (xi_ 1, xi) is de- 
composed in 
u l i= l r i+a i  co+ +flico~-l' ( i=1,2 ..... n) (3.10) 
with rr i ~ pk and co+ as in (1.6), the parts satisfy the 
estimates 
][zri[[2,i + [[aicoi+ [[e, i2 + []flicoi'-- 1[]2,i ~ ][u][2,i (1 + C~/e-~), 
(3.11) 
provided 0 < e ~< h ~< 1. 
Proof 
Since zr i is a polynomial it satisfies the estimates 
1__ 
hlTri(x) I + hiltS(x) [ < C h 2 [llril[1, i 
~< c H~rille, i min (v~,  Vr~-e), (3.12) 
for all x ~ [xi_ 1' xi]' provided e ~< h; this implies 
](lri, a iw + + 3ico71)e, [<CVr~[l~ri[le, ([ai[+ [fli]). 
The exponentials satisfy the estimates (3.13) 
2 [I co+ [[2e, i l = 
2 IJco  tt , i + ! 
= [p (xi) + e/p(ni) ] [1 - exp (+ 2 p (xi) (xi~. 1-  xi)/e}] 
C > 0 (3.14) 
(co+' coi-1)e,i < C h exp (p (xi) (xi_ 1 - x i ) /e) .  
(3.15) 
These estimates imply that the cosines of the angles be- 
tween ui, co~ and co~_ 1 are of the order 0(x/e-~) for 
e/h -~ 0. Moreover, if e ~< h, those angles are bounded 
away from zero, as can be seen by computing the com- 
ponents of co+ and co~, which are orthogonal to Pk 
and to each other with respect o the inner product 
( "  ")e, i on [xi_ 1, xi]. This proves the estimate (3.11), 
1 
We now define a mapping Th from E h onto F h as fol- 
lows. If the restriction ofu ~ E h to [xi_ 1, xi] is writ- 
ten as 
Uli=Iri +a  i co + , 
where 7r i is a polynomial, then we define the restric- 
tion of Thu by 
(Thu)Ii "= ~ri + ai (Pk(~i(')) - (-i) k col-1 }, (3.16) 
where Pk is the k-th Legendre polynomial and 
i(x) : = (2x - x i - x i _ 17/(xi- xi _ 1)" With the aid of 
this mapping we obtain a lower bound for B e on 
Ehx  Fh:  
Lemma 4 
A constant 7 > 0 exists such that 
1 Be(u, Thu ) i> -T IlullellThulle ' 
provided 0 < h + e/h < 7. 
V u ~ E h (3.17) 
k' 
Proof 
Since the Legendre polynomial satisfies the identity 
f_~ [P~(t)]2dt = k (k + 1), 
its norm satisfies the estimate 
IlPk[~i(')~ll2,i = x ' e  2ek(k+l) + x i -x i -1  
x i -  xi_ 1 2k + 1 
e (3.187 c(h+ 
In conjunction with the previous lemma this implies 
II utl  Ilull 2 (1 + ch + (3.19) 
Expanding the polynomial zr i in (3.16) in the Legendre 
polynomials we easily see that T11 is invertible and that 
its inverse has the same form as T h has; this implies 
the lower estimate 
IIThult 2 < IlulI 2 (1 + Ch+ Ce/h) -1. (3.20) 
Defining the function ~i by 
¢i(x) := ~1 ,. i f x¢  [xi__ 1, xi] 
L" - co + (x)- (-1)kcoLl(X), 
if x ~ [x i_1, xi]' 
we find the identity 
Be(u, Thu) = ge(u,u ) + ~ aige(u, ~k i) i> llull 2 
i=t 
n 
- ~ lai B e (u, Oi) l. i--1 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
1_!_ 
[Be(*,, ~Oi) [< C (h + e/h)2llu[[e,i, (3.23) 
which will be proved below, and using the estimates 
(3.11) and (3.20) we see that (3.17) is true ifh + e/h 
is small enough. 
It remains to prove formula (3.23). Because the sup- 
port of ~i is contained in [Xi_l, xi] , we can integrate 
B e by parts once, 
Be(u' @i) = (LeU, @i)' (3.24) 
and we can estimate the parts of (Leu, @i)" Since 7r i
is a polynomial of degree at most k, its derivatives are 
orthogonal to Pk(~i(.)) (in L2-sense). Hence, by analogy 
to (3.12-13) we find 
• , + 
[(e 7ri', @i)l = I e (lri, col + (-1) k c°i-1) [ < C~-[[Iri[le, i
(3.25a) 
[(P ~[' @i7] = [ {[P- P(Xi)]zri, Pk (~i)} 1 
+ (-1)kco/_l] [ << C h2llTril[0, i-[z@ coi + 
1__ 
+ C (e/h)2[[Tri[[e,i, (3.25b) 
_1 1__ 
I(q 7ri, ~i)[ < Ch2ll~ril[0,i + C(e/h)2lDril[e,i" (3.25c) 
+ satisfies the estimate The exponential coi 
(Lec°+' @i) < Ce. (.3.25d) 
Inserting these estimates in (3.24) we find inequality 
(3.237, q. e. d. 
Likewise we can derive lower bounds for B e on 
E h xph  and one  h,p xF  h We decompose k, p k,p k-l ,p" 
the restrictions of v ~ F h and u ~ E in a k - l ,p  ,p 
polynomial plus an exponential s before, 
+ 
U[n=Zrn+anco n , v[ i=Xi+ 3icon_ 1 (i--1 ..... n-17, 
and we define the mappings M h from E h ph k, p onto k,p 
and N h from F h onto E h by k - l ,p  k,p 
Fu j i ,  if i=1 ..... n - l ,  
(Mhu)[i := ~ 1 
L ~rn + -Tan  {Pk + l(~n(')) + Pk(~n('))}' 
if i=n, (3.26a) 
X i + 13 i (_ l )k  {pk~i(.)) _Pk=l(~i(" 7)}, 
(Nhv)l i := if i= 1 ..... n- l ,  
x n + ~n(-1) k {Pk(~n(.))-co + }, 
if i=n. (3.26b) 
LeYnrna 5 
A constant 7 > 0 exists such that 
1 ~ (3.27a) B e (u, Mhu) >t ~-IlullellMhulle 
Vu~E h 
• k ,p '  
Be(u,(Nh) -lu) > ½ []ullell(Nh)'-lulle] (3.27b) 
provided 0 < h + e/h < 7. 
Proof 
The proof follows the same lines as the preceeding 
proof. Expanding the polynomials in (3.16)in Legendre 
polynomials it is easily seen that Mh and Nn are in- 
vertible. Using (3•18) and lemma 3 we easily f'md the 
estimates 
IIMhull2 < Ilull 2 (1 + Ch+ Ce/h) VueE h k, p 
(3.28a) 
IINhvll2 < Ilvll2e ( l+Ch+Ce/h)  VveF  h k- l ,p " 
(3.28b) 
We remark that the norms of the inverse operators are 
1 
of the order 0[(h + e/h) 2] due to the difference be- 
tween the orders of (3.14) and (3.18). By analogy to 
(3.22) we have 
Be(u, Mhu) = Be(u,u ) + Be(u, Mhu - u). 
Since Mhu - u has the support [x n_l ,  1] and since 
7r n in (3.26a) is of degree k at most, the analogues of 
(3.25) apply. In conjunction with lemma 3 and estimate 
(3.28a) this implies (3.27a). 
In order to prove (3.27b) we set v := (Nh)-lu. By 
analogy to (3.22) we now have 
Be[U, (Nh)-lu ] = Be(Nhv, v) = Be(v, v) - Be(v- Nhv, v). 
Since v - Nhv is zero at the mesh-points and is smooth 
otherwise, we can integrate by parts, 
B e (v- Nhv, v) = (v- Nhv, L'v), 
and we can write the right-hand side as the sum of 
restrictions to the subintervals, which can be estimated 
in the same way as in (3.25). In conjunction with 
lemma 3 and estimate (3.28b) this implies (3.27b), 
q.e.d. 
4. BEST APPROXIMATIONS IN THE TRIAL SPACES 
AND ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
In this section we construct asymptotic approxima- 
tions to the solution of problem (1.1) and to its Green's 
function. From these asymptotic approximations we 
derive error bounds for the best approximations in the 
trial spaces Ekh and Fh k of U e and G e. In the construc- 
4~ tion we use the method of Matched Asymptotic Ex- 
6], we shall not give a detailed explanation of it. 
The asymptotic approximation of U e consists of a 
regular and a boundary layer expansion• 
Ue(x )= Z e j rj(x) + 2; e j sj(p), (4.1) 
where p := (x- 1)/e is the boundary layer variable. 
Substitution of the regular expansion in the equation 
yields the system of equations 
pr~+ qr  0=f ,  ro(-1 )=0,  
(4.2) 
p rj + q rj = rj'_l , _  rj(-1)= 0, j = 1, 2 
If f is sufficiently smooth, we can solve the system 
recursively, finding 
r0(x)= L~ fit) K(x,t)dt, rj(x)= Clrf_l(t)K(x,t)dt, 
where K is the kernel 
K (x , t ) :=  1 exp { - f ;  q(s) ds 
p (t) p (s---]- }" 
If Re, j is the solution of 
J 
Leu=f,  u(-1)=0, u(1)= 2; eiri(1), (4.3) 
i=0 
it satisfies by (3.3) the estimate 
J i J 
2; e r i l le<Cl lLe(Re, j -  2; eiri)ll- IIRe, j - 
i=0 i=0 
< C e j +I([IDJ + lfl[ + Hfll). •(4.4) 
This regular expansion does not satisfy the boundary 
condition u(1) = 0 of problem (1.1), hence, we have 
to correct for this by a boundary layer expansion. 
Substituting in the equation the local variable 
p := (x - 1)/e, expanding the coefficients p and q in 
Taylor series at x = 1 and inserting the boundary layer 
expansion 2; elsi we obtain the system of differential 
equations (g = ds/dp) 
j -1  
.4. =-  2;. [ "--ff---P(i+l)(1) ~" - i - l ni+1 -JJ i=0 
pi 
+ q(i)(1) s j _ i _ l ]  ~ (4.5a) 
with the boundary conditions 
sj(0)=-rj(1) and lim sj(p)= 0. (4.5b) 
p --~ "moo 
We find 
s0(P ) = - r0(1 ) exp [p (1)p ] (4.6a) 
1 Sl(P ) =-  {rl(1 ) + ~- ro(1)p'(1)p2 
+ [q(1) -p'(1)lr0(1)Np(1)} exp [p(1);] (4.6b) 
and we see that sj is a polynomial of degree 2j in p 
multiplied by exp [p(1)p]. 
If Se, j is the solution of 
J 
LeU=0, u(-1)=0, u(1)=-  ]g e iri(1 ) (4.7) 
i=0 
and if ~'i(x) := si£(1- x.)/e), the boundary layer expan- 
sion satisfies by (3.3) the estimate 
j+ l  . j+ l  
II Se,j - i=E0 el ~'ille < IlLe iE--0 ei ~ill 
< CeJ+ 1 j~ l  Iri(1)] < Ce j +1(lID j +lf[[ + []f[[). 
i=O (4.8) 
Since by definition Re, j + Se, j = U e, formulae (4.4) 
and (4.8) yield the estimate 
j . • I(IIDJ+lfl I IIU e - iZ=Oea (7i + r i) lie < Ce o + . + Ilfll). 
(4.9) 
Remark I 
The highest order term e j + 1 sj + 1 of the singular ex- 
pansion E e i ~'i n (4.8) is of the same order as the error 
estimate, hence, it can be dropped. However, its 
presence is necessary for proving the order 0 (eJ + 1) 
of the error. In particular we have to compute s1 in 
order to obtain the error estimate 
II Se, 0 - ~'0 Ile = II Se, 0 - T0 - e; l l l  e ~ 0(e) 
= I lee(~" o + e~l ) l l  + 0(e) = 0(e). (4.10) 
From the asymptotic approximations ofU e we can 
derive error bounds for the best approximation f U e 
in the trial space E h by construction of approximations 
to the regular and the singular part of the asymptotic 
expansion of U e. 
Z~mma 6
Let ~e e P1 satisfy the same boundary conditiqns as 
Re, 1 does, 
1 %(x) := -g [r0(1 ) + erl(1)]  (x + 1). 
The linear manifolds fe + Eh and -% + E h contain 
the approximations pe h and o h of R and 
respectively, e e, 1 Se, 1 
They satisfy the estimates 
__1 
IIUe-Pe h -~111 < C(e 2 + h k) (llfll + IIDk+ lfll), 
for alle, h ~ (0,1] and k~> 1. 
(4.11d) 
/,roof 
Since Re, 1 + Se, 1 = Ue' formula (4.11d) is a conse- 
quence of (4.11a and c). The estimates (4.11a and b) 
follow from (4.4) and well-known polynomial inter- 
polation. As approximation of the singular part we 
define for x E (Xi_l, xi) 
x i" x 
- xi)/e ] ÷ - -  {exp[p(1)(Xi_l-Xi)/e]-exp[p(xi)(xi_ 1 
x i -  xi_ 1 
- xi)/e]}]" (4.12) 
Clearly this is an element o f -% + E h if k >/1. In view 
of formula (4.10) it suffices to estimate o h -3  0 in H 1- 
norm;we shall consider the worst term of its derivative. 
By the mean value theorem we f~md an intermediate 
point ~i e (Xi_l,Xi) such that 
11 p(1) exp [p(1)(x- xi)/e ] - P(Xi) exp[p(xi)(x- xi)/e] ] 
= 11(1 - xi)P" (~i) [1 - (x- xi)/e]exp[ P(~i)(x- xi)/e] 1 
< C (1 - xi)/e, x E (x i -1' xi)" 
Since 
1 ] r0(1)(1 _xi) exp[p(1)(xi_l)/e][2 ~< C e I r0(1 ) [2, 
n=l e 
this implies the estimate (4.11c), q. e. d. 
If h is large in comparison with e, the boundary layer 
is contained entirely in the subinterval (Xn_ 1, 1) of the 
partition A, hence, the exponential trial functions in 
the other subintervals of the partition are superfluous. 
We find : 
llpe h - Re, lll I < C (h k + e3/2)(II fll + llDk + If:ll ), (4.11a) 
][Pe h -Re, 1 []e< C (h k + 1 + el/2hk + e2)(]]f[] +,, ]]D k +lf][), oh,~x) : [ [r0(1)+ erl(1)]6o+(x), 
(4.11b) =L o, 
_I 1 
,~-s°,~,l-<~ 2,a~-s,,~,~< c~,f,1, ' (4.11=) 
Lemma 7 1 _ 1__ 
inf ]]U-vl[1 < C (e2 + hk + e 2 e-h/e)(llfl[ + IlDk+lfll), 
v~E h 
k,p 
provided e< h < 1 and k >I 1. 
Proof  
singular part o h of (4.12) we choose Instead of the 
ifxn_ 1 < x < 1 
otherwise. 
(4.13a) 
Clearly it satisfies 
1 1_ 
h ~ IlOe, p-s0l l  I e 211oeh, p -s0[I e <Ce2(e+e-h/e)l lf l[1, 
(4.13b) 
provided e < h < 1. In conjunction with (4.11a) this 
implies the 1emma, q. e. d. 
An approximation of Green's function Ge(x,~ ) is con- 
structed in an analogous fashion by formal series ex- 
pansions in powers ofe.  
As a function of ~ it is the solution of  
LeU= 0 on (-1,x) u (x, 1), (4.14a) 
u(x -0)  = u(x+0) ,  u ' (x -0 )  = u ' (x+0) +1__ 
e (4.14b) 
u (- 1) = u(1) = 0. (4.14c) 
" P"  ~ i Since the coefficient o fu  m Leu s negative, we expect 
that G e (x,.) has boundary layers at ~ = -1. We begin 
with the construction of  formal approximations to
two linearly independent solutions of Leu = 0 which 
take the value 1 at ~ = x. It is natural to choose them 
such that one of them is approximated by a regular 
series and the other by a singular series only. An ap- 
proximation of G e is obtained by a suitable linear com- 
bination of  the regular and the singular expansion. 
Inserting in LeU = 0 the regular expansion ~ eiri(x, ~) 
with the prescribed values r0(x, x) = i and 
ri(x,x ) =0 (i > 0), we obtain by analogy to (4.2 7 the 
system of equations 
- (PRO)" + qr 0 = 0, r0(x, x) = 1 and 
- (Pr i ) '+ qr i=r~' l ,  ri(x,x )= 0, (i> 0) 
resulting in 
r0(x , ~) = exp {fx q(t) - p'(t) at}, 
p (t) 
ri(x'~) = fx r i ' l (X't)r0 (X,t) d__L_t • p (t) " (4 .15)  
The singular expansion is obtained by substituting in
the equation the local variable rx ~= (~ - x)/e and in- 
serting the formal expansion 22 i e x s i (x, rx) with the 
prescribed values 
So(X, o) = I, si(x, o) = o, (i > o), 
and the decay condition at infinity (outside the 
boundary layer) 
r l i~n  s i (x, r) = 0. 
Collecting equal powers of e we find by analogy to 
(4.5a) a set of equations which determine the func- 
tions s i. The zeroth and first order terms are 
s0(x,r ) = exp {p(x)r} and 
s l(x, r) = {@ p'(x)r  2 - q(x)r/p(x) } s0(x, r). (4.16) 
By definition these regular and singular expansions 
satisfy the estimates, if ~i(x, ~) := si[x, (~ -x)/e],  
m • 
II L e 1 ]g'= 0ea ri (x,.) IlL2 (- a, x) "<< C e m + 1, 
m+l  i em+l  (4.17) 
IlL e x2;0.= e ~i (x,.)llL2(x ' 1) < C 
From r 0 and 3 0 + e~" 1 we construct a first order ap- 
proximation of G e; approximations of higher order are 
constructed analogously. A function which is equal to 
ar0(x, .) for g ~ (-1,x) and to as0(x, .) + ectsl(x, .) for 
~ (x, 1) is continuous on (-1, 1) and its derivative has 
at ~ = x the jump 
Je(x) := a d dr0 
+ ezi)l  =x  + o -a -ay  - x -0  
= a [ p(x) + p'(x) - 2q (x) ]. 
" e p (x) 
The choice a := p/(p2 + ep" - 2eq) yields an approxi- 
mate solution of (4.14a) which satisfies (4.14b) exactly. 
Adding to this function smooth terms in order to satisfy 
(4.14c) we find the first order approximation H e of Ge, 
He(x ,~)  := a {S ( -1 ,~) [~0(1 , -1 )S(x ,1 )  + r0 (n , -1 ) ]  + 
{ S(x,~)} if x < ~ < 1, -S (x ' l ) :~o( l '~)+ ro(x,~)} i f - l<x<~,  (4.18) 
where 
s (x,~): = ~0 ix, ~) + e ~'(x, ~). 
Since Ge(x, .) and He(x, .) both satisfy (4.14b), their 
difference is in H2(-1, 1). Hence, we conclude from 
(4.17) and (3.6) 
IIGe(x, .) - He(x, .)11 e < C IlLe[Ge(x, "7 - He(X, .)]11 < Ce, 
and from Sobolev's inequality (3.3) we f'md (4.19a) 
max I Ge(x,~) - He(X,8)l < C e ~ (4.19b) 
-1<~<~1 
where C is independent of e and x. 
Analogously to lemma 1 we derive from this estimate 
bounds for the best approximation of G e in F h error 
Lemma 8 
The trial space F h contains an approximation Ge h, i of  
the Green's function, which satisfies the estimates 
2_ 
IlGe h, i (') - Ge(xi' ")111 < C (e 2 + hk), (4.20a) 
[[ Ge h, i(" ) - Ge (xi,") ]]e < C (e + h k + 1), (4.20b) 
for alle, h ~ (0,1], x i~  A and k ~> 1. 
5. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE GALERKIN 
APPROXIMATIONS 
From the error estimates for the best approximations 
h h and F h we derive error in the trial spaces Ek, Ek, p 
estimates for the Galerkin approximation of the solu- 
tion U e of problem (1.1). 
If the trial spaces are fitted exponentially to the 
singular solution of Leu = 0, we obtain the result : 
Theorem 1
The solution.  of the problem (of. 1.S) 
Be(@v)= (f, v7 vv~ 
satisfies the error estimate 
IIUe h -Uell e < C (e + hk)(llfll + IIDk + lfll) 
for alle, h~ (0,1] andk > 1. 
(5.17 
(5.27 
Proof 
Since U e and U h both satisfy (5.1), we have 
Be(U -Ue, v)=O, 
Hence the estimates (3.7 and 3.9) imply 
= B e (Ue h - u e, v - ue)  < Cl lUe h - u e l lel lv- uel l  1 
V v E E h . (5.3) 
Minimizing this inequality over Ehk and using lemma 1 
we Fred 
1 
IIue h -Uell  e < C (e2-+ hk). (5.4) 
In order to obtain a better bound we have to consider 
the regular and the singular parts Re, 1 and Se, 1 sepa- 
rately, as in lemma 6. Let ~e be as in lemma 6 and let 
Rh~e+Ehk and sh~-~e +E h 
both be solutions of (5.1). By linearity we have 
h h U e = R e + Se h . 
By analogy to (5.3-4) lemma 6 implies the estimates 
IIRe h - Re,lll e < C (e 3/2 + hk), (5.5a) 
_1 
IlSe h - se,  1 II e < c e 2 (5.5b) 
The second estimate can be improved if instead of (3.9) 
we use the inequality 
Be(U,V ) = e (u,  v') + (u', VV) + (qu, v) 
= 2e (u', v') + (u', - ev" + pv) + (qu, v 7 
< Cllullellvll e + Ilu'll I I -ev '+ pvll. (5.6 7 
From (4.8 7 and (4.12) we f'md 
"led P,C  "11" 
+ I[Se, 1 - So - esl l le < Ce3/2" (5.7) 
Formulae (5.6 and 5..7) imply 
II Se h - S e ,111 < c e 
and in conjunction with (5.5a) this proves the theorem, 
q.e.d. 
Corollary 
I f  e < h 2, partial fitting yields the same error estimates; 
the solution u~ ~ v h, v of 
~ (@ v7 = if, v7 v v~ ~,v 
satisfies V e < h 2 < 1 and V k > i the estimate 
IlUe h -  Uell e < c (e + h k) (llfll + lID k +lf][). 
Proof 
Apply in the preceding proof lemma 7 instead of 
lemma 6, q. e. d. 
If the trial spaces are fitted exponentially to the singular 
solution of the adjoint equation L~u = 0, we obtain con- 
vergence at the mesh-points only : 
Theorem 2
U h ~ F h of the problem The solution 
Be(u~, v) = if, v7 v v ~ F h 
satisfies the error estimate 
[ .Ueh(xi) -Ue  (xi) I < C (e + h k) Ilfll, (5,8) 
Ve,  h~ (0,1], 
i =1  ..... n - l , k> l .  
Proof 
The estimates (3.7 and 9) imply 
h h uh)< 
Since U e satisfies the same inequality, we find the a 
priori estimates 
IIuhlle < Ilfll, IIUelle < Ilfll. (5.9) 
Hence the error satisfies 
IIUe h -Ue l l  e < 2l l f l l ,  (5.10a) 
Beuh- Ue,v) = 0, Vv~F h . (5.10b) 
As is well known, each u ~ H01 (-1, 1) satisfies the identity 
u(x  7 = (Leu,: Ge(x, .)) = Be(U, Ge(x, .)). (5.11) 
Combining (5.105) and (5.11) we find [1], 
lU)(x) -Ue(x)I = I elu) -% I 
= IBe(u - % Ge - v} I 
< IIU e -uhllellGe(x, .) -vii 1, (5.12) 
V v~ Fh. .  
In conjunction with (5.17a) and lemma 8 this implies 
[Ue h (x i) -Ue(xi)  [ < C(e2-+ h k) ]lfl]. (5.13) 
In order to obtain the sharper estimate (5.8) we have 
to construct approximations in Fk h to both the regular 
and the singular part of H e, cf. (4.18), separately as in 
lemma 1; because of the discontinuity we have to do 
this on the subintervals (-1, xi) and (xi, 1) separately. 
The approximation of the regular part is again of the 
order 0(e 3/2 + h k) in the norms of H1(-1, xi) and 
Hl(xi , 1). The analogue of (5.6) is the estimate 
Be(U,V ) =(u', ev" + pv) + (u, qv) < Ilu'lt Ilev' + pHI 
+ Ilull Ilqvll. (5.14) 
As in (5.7) we find that Ilev'+ pvll is of the order 
0 (e 3/2) if v is the difference of the singular part of 
Green's function and its approximation by the ex- 
ponentials of F h, because these exponentials satisfy 
the equation ev" + p (x i_l)v = 0 on (Xi_l, xi) , q. e. d. 
Combination of both ways of fitting yields globally, 
i.e. in the energy norm, the same result as in theorem 
1, but at the mesh-points we obtain superconvergence, 
[1]. 
Theorem 3
If Ue h ~ E h + F h is the solution of 
B e (u  h, v) = (f, v), v v ~ E h + F h ,  (5.15) 
it satisfies the error estimates 
IIUe h - Uell e < C (e + h k) (llfll + lID k + lfJl) (5.16a) 
lobe (xi) - Ue(xi) I < C (e 2 + h2k)(llfll + lID k + lfll) 
(5.16b) 
( i  = 1 . . . . .  n - l ) ,  
for all e, h e (0, 1] and k 1> 1. I fe -h/e < Ce, we obtain 
same result by partial fitting (replacing E h E h the by k,p)" 
Proof 
The proof of (5.16a) is identical to the proof of (5.2). 
We obtain (5.16b) by using (5.16a) instead of (5.10) 
in the proof of theorem 2, q. e. d. 
The resuks of these theorems are somewhat unnatural 
since either the test or the solution space or both 
spaces contain inadequate rial functions : co~ is in- 
adequate in the solution space, since it does not fit to 
the singular solution of the problem and does not im- 
prove the best approximation f the solution of (1.1) 
in the solution space; likewise c0~ does not improve 
the best approximation fGreen's function. In the 
previous theorems these inadequate rial functions have 
to be present, since these theorems are based on the a 
priori inequality (3.7), which requires the solution and 
test spaces to be equal. If h + e/h is sufficiently small, 
however, these inadequate rial functions need not be 
present, when the error estimates are based on the 
lemmas 4 and 5. 
Theorem 4
If Ue h ~ E h is the solution of 
B e(U h,v)=(f,v), V e h (5.17) v Fk, 
it satisfies the error estimates 
IIUe h - Uell e < c (e + hk)(llfll + lID k +lflI ) (5.18a) 
]Ueh(xi)-Ue(xi) I < C (e 2 + h2k)(l[fll + liD k + lfll), 
( i  = 1 . . . . .  n - l )  (5.18b) 
provided h + e/h < % where ~' as prescribed by lemma4. 
Proof 
The estimate (5.18b) is proved from (5.18a) in the same 
way as (5.16b) from (5,16a) in theorem 3, and the 
proof of (5.18a) is almost he same as the proof of 
(5.2); differences arise in (5.3) and (5.6) only. In (5.3) 
the error Uhe - U e seemingly iscompared with the error 
of the best approximation f U e in the test space. The 
following version, in which l~ h denotes the best approx- 
imation of U e in the solution space, yields a compari- 
son to the best approximation i  the solution space :
0 v)= 
(5.19) 
With the choice v :- Th(u h - ueh), cf. (3.16), we Fred 
from lemma 4 the lower estimate for Be, 
Be(U e -Llhe, v) ~ -2-1 [iUeh _ ~hlle[lVlle. (5.20) 
B e is estimated from above for the regular and singular 
h parts of U e separately as: in the proof of theorem 1, but 
instead of (5.6) we use the estimate 
IBe(u,v)l ~< lieu"-pull IIv'lt + II(q-p')ull Ilvll, (5.21) 
q.e.d. 
Finally we f'md that partial fitting of the solution space 
yields almost as good results as complete fitting, if e/h 
is small enough : 
Theorem 5
I fU h ~ Eh, p isthe solutionof 
v) = (f, v),  v v p 
then it satisfies the error estimate 
IIue h -Uell < C(e + h k) (llfll + IIDk+lfll) 
and ifv in (5.22) ranges over Fh_l ,p,  
(5.23a) and the pointwise stimate 
(5.22) 
(5.23a) 
then it satisfies 
Proof 
The estimate (5.23b) follows from (5,23a) in the same 
way as before, the only difference being the fact that 
the degree of the polynomials in the test space is k -  1 
and hence that Green's function can be approximated 
to the order 0(e + h k - l )  only. Formula (5.23a) fol- 
lows.from lemma 7 in the same way as in the previous 
theorem, q. e. d. 
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